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Machine Learning and Robot Perception (Studies in Computational Intelligence)Springer, 2005
This book presents some of the most recent research results in the area of machine learning and robot perception. The book contains eight chapters.

Relevant progress has been done, within the Robotics field, in mechanical systems, actuators, control and planning. This fact, allows a wide application of industrial robots, where...

		

Emerging Trends in Mechanical Engineering: Select Proceedings of ICETME 2018 (Lecture Notes in Mechanical Engineering)Springer, 2019

	
		This book comprises select proceedings of the International Conference on Emerging Trends in Mechanical Engineering (ICETME 2018). The book covers various topics of mechanical engineering like computational fluid dynamics, heat transfer, machine dynamics, tribology, and composite materials. In addition, relevant studies in the allied...



		

A Handbook Of Economic Anthropology (Elgar Original Reference)Edward Elgar Publishing, 2005

	For more than a century, anthropologists have studied the economic lives and institutions of people around the world. The results of their research and reflection on economy have generally stayed within the discipline and have not been available in an accessible form to a broader readership. This major reference book is intended to correct...






		

Essential Issues in SOC Design: Designing Complex Systems-on-ChipSpringer, 2006

	This book originated from a workshop held at the DATE 2005 conference, namely Designing Complex SOCs. State-of-the-art in issues related to System-on-Chip (SoC) design by leading experts in the fields, covers IP development, verification, integration, chip implementation, testing and software.


	SOC design is fast becoming the key...


		

IEEE Recommended Practice for the Design of Reliable Industrial and Commercial Power SystemsInstitution Electrical Engineers, 1998


	The design of reliable industrial and commercial power systems is of considerable interest to

	many people. Prior to 1962, a qualitative viewpoint was taken when attempting to achieve

	this objective. The need for a quantitative approach was first recognized in the early 1960s

	when a small group of pioneers led by W. H. Dickinson...

		

Solid/Liquid Separation: Scale-up of Industrial EquipmentElsevier Limited, 2006

	This book identifies test procedures used within sectors of the solid/liquid separation equipment industry, providing practical explanations for test data and their uses when faced with a new application to assess. With a strong practical emphasis, this book is ideal for use as a reference text for engineers concerned with applications...






		

PC Hacks : 100 Industrial-Strength Tips &ToolsO'Reilly, 2004
Covering both Windows and Linux, PC  Hacks combines the bestselling Hacks series style  with the world's most popular computing hardware. Hacks for  enhancing performance and preventing problems with your PC  include overclocking CPU and video cards, tweaking RAM  timing, selecting the best performing components,...

		

Software Testing and Analysis: Process, Principles and TechniquesJohn Wiley & Sons, 2007
The first comprehensive book on software test and analysis
   You can't “test quality into” a software product, but neither can you build a quality software product without test and analysis.  Software test and analysis is increasingly recognized, in research and in industrial practice, as a core challenge in...


		

Multimedia Data Mining and Knowledge DiscoverySpringer, 2006
Multimedia information is ubiquitous and essential in many applications, and repositories of multimedia are numerous and extremely large. Consequently, researchers and professionals need new techniques and tools for extracting the hidden, useful knowledge embedded within multimedia collections, thereby helping them discover relationships between...





		

Visual Media Coding and TransmissionJohn Wiley & Sons, 2009

	This book presents the state-of-the-art in visual media coding and transmission


	Visual Media Coding and Transmission is an output of VISNET II NoE, which is an EC IST-FP6 collaborative research project by twelve esteemed institutions from across Europe in the fields of networked audiovisual systems and...


		

Using Game Theory to Improve Safety within Chemical Industrial ParksSpringer, 2013

	Though the game-theoretic approach has been vastly studied and utilized in relation to economics of industrial organizations, it has hardly been used to tackle safety management in multi-plant chemical industrial settings. Using Game Theory for Improving Safety within Chemical Industrial Parks presents an in-depth discussion of...


		

International Conference on Innovative Computing and Communications: Proceedings of ICICC 2018, Volume 1 (Lecture Notes in Networks and Systems (55))Springer, 2018

	
		The book includes high-quality research papers presented at the International Conference on Innovative Computing and Communication (ICICC 2018), which was held at the Guru Nanak Institute of Management (GNIM), Delhi, India on 5–6 May 2018. Introducing the innovative works of scientists, professors, research scholars, students...
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